
B L O N D E   
  

Debbie says she doesn’t wear makeup, except when she’s working. The exception to this is lipstick, which she wears 
every day.  

11:00 P.M. Getting ready for bed means taking off my makeup; lately I've been cleansing with Goddess of 
Skin. My bedroom is airy and simple—I have more windows than wall space. Around my bed hang a funny 

little Giacometti pencil sketch, a woven tapestry that tells an aboriginal story, a black-and-white painting by 

Tony Just, and prints from H.R. Giger. Sleepwear depends on the weather—and with whom I'm sleeping. I 

don't have any limitations except I like to be able to stick my feet out of the covers and my sheets to have 

the highest possible thread count.*  

Debbie isn’t the content or the subject of, or even the muse for these sixteen paintings; she is the pigment. Debbie is a 

way back to surface; she is a key for decoration and an escort for style. Jonny has put Debbie in a hot pan and 
rendered her down; what is left is a sample of genderless light, short echoes of music and the gauzy edges of an era.   

The cynosure of these paintings is their sensibility, and though they might ask you to consider more than 

that, there’s really no need. Colour is enough.  

 

Lost inside 
Adorable illusion and I cannot hide 

I'm the one you're using, please don't push me aside 

 

I notice that Debbie is not her body. The only parts of her that aren’t real are the parts that she was born with. Her 

voice—learnt, ageless, and ironic—calls out: 

 
That platinum blonde is gonna be me 

In a double processed luminous day-glo shade 

When I get this colour I'll have it made in the shade 

Oh, I hope I'm OK 

I wanna be a platinum blonde 
I wanna be a platinum blonde 

 

Try to define realness in the face of beauty, and you will find you can’t. Because beauty is a behavior of optics, and all 

sight is illusion.  

 
Colour me your colour, baby 

Colour me your car 

Colour me your colour, darling 

I know who you are 

Come up off your colour chart 

I know where you're comin' from 
Call me (call me) on the line 

Call me, call me any, anytime 

 

I read John Kelsey who writes of  “contemporary art as an encounter with our own absence in the midst of the very 

activities we manage and monitor”†, and it reminds me of the solitude of fans and idols. In fandom, the object of 
infatuation is never assembled the same way twice. The Fan—with the meticulous scrutiny of a car thief—strips The 

Idol down for new parts. Spotlit and blinded by the natural light that emanates from The Idol, The Fan sees only 

himself.  



The tide is high but I'm holding on 
I'm gonna be your number one 

The tide is high but I'm holding on 
I'm gonna be your number one 

The tide is high but I'm holding on 

I'm gonna be your number one 

The cultural critic and poet Wayne Koestenbaum said, "Imagine that an artist, Andy Warhol, learned his art not from 

Picasso and Matisse and Rembrandt but from Lana Turner, Shirley Temple and his mother, Julia Warhola."‡ Of 

course we learn artifice more keenly from women, who have makeup to hide under and perfume to mask their natural 

odours and clothes to change their shape and shoes to reach tall men and shoes to keep men tall and bags to conceal 
the arsenal of tools they are told will do it all.  

In her epigrammatic essay “Notes on Camp” (1966), Susan Sontag defines Camp as “a love of the unnatural: 

of artifice and exaggeration.” She writes of it as, “the triumph of the epicene style. (The convertibility of "man" and 

"woman," "person" and "thing.")”  
“Camp is a vision of the world in terms of style -- but a particular kind of style. It is the love of the 

exaggerated, the "off," of things-being-what-they-are-not.”§ I’m reminded again that, from the neck down, Debbie is 
invisible.   

Sontag dedicates “Notes on Camp” to Oscar Wilde, who said that “the mystery of the world is the visible, 

not the invisible” and devoted his own life to the idea of Camp that Sontag made in his image.   

 

One way or another, I'm gonna lose ya'  
I'm gonna trick ya', trick ya', trick ya', trick ya'  

One way or another, I'm gonna lose ya' 

 I'm gonna give you the slip 

 

Most people will tell you more than you want to know, but Debbie—enigmatic, but not mysterious—tells 
you exactly the right amount. She’s a perfect confection. Her sublimity is accompanied by her originality, which is 

preserved by her plainness: blue eyes, pink cheeks, the whitest hair.  Her whole face implies a state of imminence -

 because of it, we anticipate her completely: wide-set eyes, teeth stuck in her mouth like piano keys—more seductive 

than lips—and that platinum halo of magnificent isolation. 

But I can’t read her for longer than a song. She’s not a tissue of citations. Her originality is fixed—free of all 
the dross that time accumulates**—like a bottle of Coke®.  

 

And they will point and say I look very real 

Yes they will 

I guess we all take turns on the water wheel  

This is Debbie Harry in three parts: hue (as in nature); lightness (the state of being illuminated) and saturation—the 

act of supplying so much of yourself that no more is needed.  

  
 

- S T E L L A  R O S A  M C D O N A L D   
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P I C T U R E  T H I S  
 

Sitting at the tiny desk, occupied mostly by a small black unplugged television facing away from the corner, she 

thought how convenient it was to be able to come back to one’s own hotel room. Her deadline is due two days from 

now and she could finally work on the early draft of the exhibition text for his upcoming show.  

 
After installing her work at the medical museum, each night the install team drank cheap beer together at the 

techno/disco bowling club, a nightlife highlight of this small Bulgarian city. When the bar closed everyone would 

return to the hotel. Now alone in her room, she could work. It was not common practice for her to write after drinking 

continuously for hours but at this point she didn’t have much choice. Made all the more difficult since she couldn’t 

concentrate in that room.  

 
A sound emanated from the loud speaker beneath her window, announcing 24/7, a seemingly never-ending list of 

numbers. She guessed it was calling out bingo, read in Bulgarian, setting a monotonous soundtrack to a bleak night-

time cityscape; due, pet, shes’, déset, edináyse, trináyse, deveelesé, etc. The voice sounded like a speaking clock, stuck 

in some time loop reading random time-zones or perhaps dates of incidents we have either forgotten or will never 

know.  
 

Beneath her window and firmly attached to the façade of the twelve-story former soviet high-rise, HOTEL ROSTOV, 

Pleven, an enormous neon sign flickered between blue and red, advertising its casino on the ground floor.  

Underneath this sign is the loudspeaker. Having heard the numbers earlier—a recording read with a calm, steady and 

repetitive female voice—it follows you as you leave your room, along the corridors of each floor, through the lobby 
and outside onto the street. Listening whilst not paying attention, you begin to count your steps on the way to your 

breakfast, walking onto the vast red carpet covering the floor of the enormously banal dining hall.  

 

Thinking about that morning, with its assortment of white cheeses and scrambled eggs with a super sweet ‘orange 

juice’ from the buffet, she sat alone with her food on one of the large round dinner tables spread throughout the 

room. The dining hall had floor-to-ceiling windows that faced a small square beneath the hotel. And as she ate her 
breakfast she became fixated on the architecture surrounding her. The style of the building was familiar, nothing 

particularly unique in the North of Bulgaria. But unsurprisingly, it was almost identical to the hotel she stayed in 

when she was 14, having visited the Czech Republic for three weeks. The beige, all the brown and beige carpets, 

timber veneers covering nearly every surface, the low ceilings and box like rooms, those hallways, all of it had 

triggered something.  
 

She remembered looking out her window from the 7th floor, studying the small playground beneath the rear of the 

hotel. It was almost forever empty given it was the middle of winter and covered in snow. The only indication that is 

was played on were the odd foot marks standing out of the white ground, creating random patterns around the blue, 

red and yellow metal play equipment.  
 

She often thought she might go back to Trutnov someday, making a trip through the Czech Republic, along the Polish 

border to revisit this room and to make some site-specific installation with the wardrobe, the bed and the window. 

There was no real reason for it, only nostalgia pulling her back towards an impression a Post-Soviet Eastern 

European architecture made on her thirteen years ago.  
 

With this in mind, she blankly stares out the window of her room overlooking the dry late Bulgarian summer 

morning. Having not accomplished enough writing the night before, drowsy from the alcohol left in her system and 

the unrelenting air conditioning, her immediate view was over a car park. But if she presses her face against the glass, 



                                                                                                                                                  
looking to the right, she can see in the not-too-far-distant city periphery, a hill crested by a tall half cone-cylindrical 

building with long parallel orange lines striking vertically through the concrete façade.  

 
The group installing their works at the museum had spoken about this place over some drinks at the bowling-bar. 

They had planned to visit it before the opening of their exhibition but were now too far behind in their schedule and 

slept in late every morning. But apparently, inside the structure stands a panoramic painting—one of the very last in 

existence in Europe. The building, looking like a misinterpreted launching pad, was purpose built to house the 

painting: an epic structure, Kubrickesque and otherworldly whilst somehow out of touch. Inside, along the curved 
wall, the building divides the painting into four sections creating separate rooms, each specifically focusing on a 

chapter of the region’s history.  

 

The man who designed it, probably now in his eighties, was a significant communist architect, but now works as an 

usher at the local theatre. We met his rival, Atanas Petrov (also in his mid eighties) who shared this piece of 

information with us. Mr Petrov, the architect who designed the now abandoned medical museum (in which she was 
exhibiting) claimed the rival had stolen his design for the proposed panorama monument.  

She sunk back into her chair, turned on some music and moved some papers around the desk. The black glass of the 

empty television screen reflected a distorted and elongated view of herself simply sitting there. Jonny had prepared 

her for what he was planning to make for his upcoming show: what was in the works, what was already finished and 

from where his ideas had originated. Maybe she was just distracted but at this point she couldn’t relate to this 
information personally. But again, she stabbed at her notes one more time. Pressing along the spine of her notebook, 

so it can lay flat on the table, she typed into her laptop.  

 

“Jonny’s show seems like some kind of autobiographical timeline embedded into an almost synesthetic experience, 

triggered through a panoramic hang of his new works at Station, Melbourne. A self-imposed reading of his senses, 
filtered by past memories such as childhood smells, early encounters with one’s own reflection, the dust of make-up 

left on the edge of his mother’s bathroom cabinet, a nostalgia for THOSE bands and an inevitable teen crush on a 

young Debbie Harry. He associates this with the precise, yet ineffable feeling we all get when discovering a particular 

artist, for the first time, for yourself. Rothko, Ellsworth Kelly. Such unshakable and unbridled simplicity, that just is. 

These are all milestones for our aesthetic lives and Jonny is simply mapping his own.”  

  
 

- A L E X A N D E R  J A C K S O N  W Y A T T   

 


